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Abstract We develop a structural dynamic demand model that examines how brand
preferences evolve when consumers are uncertain about product quality and their needs
change periodically. We allow for strategic sampling behavior of consumers under
quality uncertainty and allow for strategic sampling to increase periodically as con-
sumers’ needs change periodically. We differ from previous work on forward-looking
consumer Bayesian learning by allowing for 1) spill-over learning effects across
different versions of products or products in different product categories that share a
brand name and 2) duration-dependence in utility for a specific version of a product or
product class to capture systematic periodic changes in consumer utility and migration
of consumers across product versions or classes. We also assess the evolution of price
elasticities in markets where there is consumer quality uncertainty that diminishes over
time as consumers get more experienced. We estimate our model using scanner data for
the disposable diapers category and discuss the consumer behavior and managerial
implications of our estimation and policy simulation results.
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1 Introduction and background

Previous literature on forward-looking Bayesian learning models has shown that in
frequently purchased product categories, consumers may sample brands strategi-
cally; that is, they may forgo current utility to get information about brand quality
and maximize expected utility over the planning horizon (e.g., Erdem and Keane
1996; Ackerberg 2003; Crawford and Shum 2005; Sun 2005; Hartmann 2006;
Osborne 2011). Such dynamic structural demand models predict that in product
categories where there is no variety-seeking, consumers switch across brands
relatively early on (due to strategic sampling) and later they settle on a small sub-
set of brands once uncertainty is mostly resolved, implying that one observes more
switching early on and less switching in later periods, ceteris paribus. Thus,
standard forward-looking Bayesian learning models suggest that strategic sampling
does diminish monotonically over time.

However, even if overall uncertainty diminishes and overall strategic sampling
decreases over time, the motivation for sampling for information purposes may increase
periodically due to the introduction of new products or the changing needs of con-
sumers. In almost all frequently-purchased consumer packaged goods categories,
brands are often re-launched, which may increase strategic sampling. Consumers could
expect that the quality of the relaunched brand is highly correlated with the quality of
the pre-launch brand but not necessarily perfectly so, which may trigger strategic
sampling.

Of particular interest to us are the changing consumer needs that may prompt
increased strategic sampling periodically. Consumers may need to migrate from
one version of a product to another version of the product or from one product
class to another one. In the disposable diapers category, for example, consumers
need to switch diaper sizes as their babies grow older. Similarly, consumers switch
from formula to baby food when their children grow. Contact lens buyers’
prescriptions may change, requiring a switch from one type of lens to another.1

What is common among these examples is that when consumers migrate from one
version of the product (or product class or category) to another version (other
product class or category) that share a brand name, consumer quality expectations
associated with the new version or the product in the new product class will be
only imperfectly correlated with their quality perceptions associated with the
product they have prior experience with. Thus, prior quality information obtained
through consumer use experience will be only partially applicable to the new
version of the same brand or the same brand in the new product category. Thus,
when a parent switches to a new size of a disposable diaper brand, or from baby
formula to baby food, or when a contact lens user’s new prescription requires a
different type of lens and the consumer switches contact lens type, consumers
again could expect that the quality is highly correlated with other disposable

1 Another example of prior use experience being only partially relevant when consumer migrate to
different versions of products is the camera category, where some consumers switch to more
advanced cameras over time and where product usage requires consumer skills (learning-by-doing).
Huang (2015) measures the returns to experience on a sample of users of digital cameras, via a
measure of their picture quality.
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diaper sizes of the same brand, with the other baby food products of the same
brand, or with the different types of contact lenses offered by the same contact
lens manufacturer, but not necessarily perfectly so. Under these circumstances, the
need to switch to new sizes/versions/types of brands (or product categories for an
umbrella brand) may trigger periodic strategic sampling.

Thus, our model sheds light on state dependence effects when consumers
migrate across product classes and the phenomenon that brand experiences
persist across phases of the consumer lifecycle. We should also note that various
forms of state dependence can even persist across generations. For example,
Anderson et al. (2013) find that there is a strong correlation in the brand of
automobile chosen by parents and their adult children using data from the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics. The descriptive models they estimate show that this
correlation at least partly stems from transmission of brand preferences across
generations through state dependence.

Furthermore, in markets where there is quality uncertainty, price elasticities
may change over time too which has implications for brand switching over time. If
price elastcities increase with reduced quality uncertainty, diminished brand
switching due to reduced strategic sampling as consumers gain more experience
with brands would be dampened by increased switching due to increased price
elastcities in later periods. Thus, overall switching may not decline or even
increase when consumer uncertainty is reduced through learning and in later
periods consumers become more price elastic. Indeed, when we inspect the brand
switching patterns in the scanner panel purchase data for disposable diapers, we
do not observe a declining trend in brand switching.2 To capture both consumer
learning and changing price elasticities as consumers become more experienced, it
is important to study the behavior of new consumers to a market and observe their
behavior over time.

The goal of our research is to model how consumers make decisions in product
categories where 1) consumers have quality uncertainty, 2) there are periodically
changing needs, prompting migration across versions of products or product classes
(e.g., the need to switch to a larger size when the baby grows out of a size in the
disposable diapers category); 3) consumer price elasticities may change over time as
overall uncertainty diminishes. 3

To accomplish this goal, we propose and estimate a dynamic structural model of
demand using scanner data for the disposable diaper category where one can observe
the behavior of new consumers (first time parents) over time. The model allows use
experience with a brand’s particular size to provide noisy information about another
size of the same brand as well. We study use experience spillover effects and the degree
to which information from past use experience is retained when consumers migrate
across versions of products.

We also study whether price elasticities change over time with diminished uncer-
tainty as babies grow older and parents know more about the brands. In addition, we

2 In Section 3 (Data and Identification), we talk about these and other descriptive statistics in detail.
3 Our application is in the disposable diapers category. Heilman et al. (2000) modeled state dependence in
disposable diapers category and their descriptive model results indicated that price sensitivities themselves
change as a function of use experience in disposable diapers category. To allow for this possibility, we will also
allow diaper-size specific price sensitivities in our application.
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allow for price sensitivities to be different for smaller versus larger sizes as in categories
like disposable diapers or baby food, consumer marginal utility itself may change when
they know more about the product category and their own expenses related to their
children.

Our modeling approach would be applicable to any frequently purchased product
category where consumer needs change periodically or new product introductions and
relaunches are frequent. In the case of brand relaunches, an approach similar to the one
adopted in this paper can be used to model learning spillover effects between old
version of the brand and the re-launched brand. In the case of periodic change in needs,
one can think of a number of life-cycle products where our approach would be
applicable.45

Our application is in the disposable diapers category since it is an ideal
category for our investigation: it provides an ideal context for learning in
general and changing needs and price elasticities over time in particular. First,
in the diapers category, potential uncertainty about quality is high because
many parents are new to the market and may switch brands to learn about
them. Second, unlike in categories such as coffee or detergent where consumers
may be using the category for many years and have very well-established
tastes, in the disposable diapers category price elasticities (and sensitivities)
may evolve as well. Thus, by focusing on first-time parents,6 one can observe
the evolution of consumer preferences and choices as the parents get more
experienced.

We should also note that an expanded version of our model can be applied to
high-tech durables too where new generation of products are routinely introduced
and where learning spill-over effects are to be expected across the old generation
and new generation of products (Erdem et al. 2005; Goettler and Gordon 2011;
Gowrisankaran and Rysman 2012). The set-up in this paper is different since needs
change exogenously in our set-up (babies grow, people get older) and the time to
switch to the next size or type of product is exogenous whereas in the high-tech
durables case the time to adopt or upgrade is endogenous as well. Thus, our set-up
would need to be expanded to allow for endogenous timing decisions to be
applicable to such markets.

The forward-looking structural demand model proposed and estimated in this paper
accounts for changing needs and price elasticities/sensitivities over time and the
possibility that motivation for strategic sampling may increase periodically as the needs
change. To our best knowledge, this is the first dynamic structural demand model with
forward-looking consumers with experience spill-over effects. Our results show that 1)

4 For example, Li et al. (2005) investigate customer purchase patterns for products that are marketed by a large
bank. To do so, they estimate a multivariate probit model to investigate how customer demand for multiple
products evolves over time and its implications for the sequential acquisition patterns of naturally ordered
products (e.g., open a credit card account first when young and then applying for a mortgage). They do not
model learning explicitly but our modeling approach can be adopted and adapted to model learning in such
settings as well.
5 We thank to an anonymous reviewer for the insight that our framework is equally applicable to any repeated
product choices from the same (umbrella) brand over the customer’s life-cycle.
6 Focusing on first-time parents also alleviates greatly the initial conditions problem that all dynamic models
are subject to.
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consumer experience of a particular size of a particular brand serves not only as a
quality signal for that size but also for other sizes of the same brand; 2) consumer
brand-size preference is duration dependent in such a way that it first increases and then
decreases with the time that consumers stay with a particular brand-size; and 3)
consumer price elasticities (as well as sensitivities) change when their babies grow
older. Finally, we conduct policy experiments to describe how marketers may tailor
their marketing activities when consumer needs change periodically.

2 The model

2.1 Overview

We model household behavior in a market in which households may be uncertain
about product quality and risk-averse. We allow households to use their use
experience as a signal of product quality; that is, they learn about product quality
through use experience and update their expectations in a Bayesian manner. How-
ever, we go beyond the usual Bayesian learning models in that we account for spill-
over effects of the signals from one subset of the product category to another by
allowing correlations between signals from different subsets of the category.7 In our
study of purchases in the diapers market, we accomplish this by projecting the
information provided by use experience in a size of a diaper brand onto other sizes
of the same brand. We allow households to be forward-looking in the sense that
they maximize the expected value of the aggregate present values of their future
utilities over a planning horizon. This leads to strategic-sampling as in Erdem and
Keane (1996). However, we go beyond the now standard strategic-sampling model
of Erdem and Keane (1996) in that we account for the fact that in certain markets
consumer needs may change periodically. In the specific case of diapers category,
for example, there is the need to switch to a bigger size as the baby grows older,
which may prompt temporary increased strategic sampling. This is so because use
experience signals (quality information through use experience) associated with a
smaller size of a brand may not be perfectly correlated with use experience signals
(quality information through use experience) associated with a larger size. Finally,
we also allow for price sensitivities to be different for smaller versus larger sizes to
capture the possibility that parents’ price sensitivities may change as they get more
experienced with the product category. A formal description of what we propose is
below.

7 Previous papers that incorporated spill-over learning effects across products or products attributes assumed
myopic agents and did not model duration dependence in utility (e.g., Erdem 1998; Coscelli and Shum 2004
and Chan et al. 2013). One exception is Dickstein (2011), who, like us, allows for forward-looking behavior.
Dickstein considers a model with forward-looking physicians facing a multi-armed bandit problem, where a
physician is uncertain about his patients’ intrinsic preference for drugs’ characteristics, and he makes use of
patients’ total utility of consuming a drug in time t to update his belief about their preferences. The proposed
model does not allow for risk-averse behavior or evolving needs.
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2.2 Consumer utility

Consider a set of households H={h|h=1,…,H} purchasing from a product category.
Let T={t|t=1,…,T} be the time period (week), J={j|j=1,…,J} be the set of brands
available in the category, and K={k|k=1,…,K} be the set of sizes of all of the brands.8

Since we will estimate the model using data from disposable diapers category, we let k
stand for size but k could label also different versions of a product that shares an
umbrella brand (different types of contact lenses) or different products in different
categories or sub-categories that share an umbrella brand (e.g., Gerber formula, Gerber
baby food, Gerber snacks for older kids). The choice set for each household is specified
such that household h’s choice set does not include all the K sizes since sizes too large
or too small would not meet babies’ needs. Specifically, at each t when/if a purchase
occurs, we assume that the choice set includes the size purchased in the previous
purchase occasion,9 as well as the sizes adjacent to it. For example, if size 1 is the size
purchased in the previous purchase occasion, then choice set consists of the sizes 1 and
2 or if size K is the size purchased in the previous purchase occasion, then the choice set
consists of the sizes K-1 and K, whereas for any interior size (size 2,3, or 4 in our
dataset) the choice set consist of the size purchased in the previous purchase occasion
and its two neighbors such as 1, 2 and 3 if size 2 is the size purchased in the previous
purchase occasion. Let us ignore this for a while and start with some auxiliary utility
functions of the form10

Ûhtjk ¼ αhmk phtjk þ wh QEhtjk−rhQ
2
Ehtjk

� �
þ μh Dh;t−1;k−skD2

h;t−1;k

� �
þ εhtjk ð1Þ

where brand j=1,…,J, size k=1,2,…,K, household h=1,…,H, and t=1,…T. In the above,
phtjk is the price faced whereasQEhtjk is the quality experienced by household h of size k of
brand j at time t. The parameterswh and rh are the respective measures of the utility weight
of and degree of risk aversion to the unobservable product quality, both expected to be
positive. The parameter αhmk is the price coefficient, expected to be negative. Here the
subscript mk captures diaper size. We allow for size specific price coefficients and allow
these coefficients to be different between small sizes (which are bought by parents with
little experience with the category) and large sizes (which are bought by parents withmore
experience with the category). More specifically,mkwill denote a small size when k=1, 2
or 3, say,mk =1; andmkwill denote a large size when k≥4, say,mk =2; and we note that in
our dataset there are five sizes, that is, in our dataset K=5.

Allowing for price sensitivities to be small versus large size-specific enables us to
capture whether and how these sensitivities evolve over time as babies grow. We should
note that price elasticities may change over time in markets with quality uncertainty as
consumers become more experienced with the category and the qualities of individual
brands. This does not mean that price coefficients (price sensitivities) would change.

8 Here Bsize^ refers to the size of the individual diaper, such as the newborn size, and there are 5 sizes. It does
not refer to the package size.
9 When a household does not make a purchase during week t, we assume his choice set included the last
purchased size and its adjacent sizes as discussed in the above text.
10 Please note that we tried data on features as a control variable (we do not have display variable). However,
the feature variable was statistically insignificant in the structural models we estimated so we did not use it as a
control.
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On the other hand, price sensitivities themselves may change in those categories where
consumers are new to a whole product category and entry into the product category
corresponds to a specific life-stage of the consumer. For example, in baby foods, toys or
disposable diapers as first-time parents get a better sense about their expenses in these
categories or as their marginal utility of income changes as their overall expenses
associated with their children change.11 Since our application will be in the diapers
category, we allow for this possibility. Finally, εhtjk is the taste shock that becomes
known to the household at time t but is unknown to the econometrician. We specify the
distributional properties of εhtjk later in the text.

Lastly, we note that the term μh(Dh,t−1,k−skDh,t−1,k
2 ) in the Eq. (1) captures duration

dependence in a size, where Dhtk is the number of periods in the kth size until time t
since the household h made the first purchase of the kth size. We call Dhtk the size
duration variable. This term captures changing needs of consumers over time. In the
specific case of diapers, we expect that the time spent in a particular size would increase
the expected utility initially but that as the baby gets closer to growing out of the current
size, the positive influence of the time spent in the current size would diminish
gradually12 so this specification allows for this possibility. While the duration weight
μh is heterogeneous across households, the size specific location coefficients sk are
assumed to be the same for all of the households. Provided that the duration weight μh
is positive in the mean and that 0<sk<1, consumer utility increases with the size
duration for as long as Dhtk <1/ sk and, thereafter, it starts to decrease.13

Let us now get back to the choice set issue we mentioned above and denote by Kht

the size purchase of household h on purchase occasion t. To address the choice set issue
– with the help of our above auxiliary utility functions – we specify the individual
utility functions as follows:

Uhjkt ¼ Û hjkt; if Kh;t−1−1≤k≤Kh;t−1 þ 1
−∞; otherwise

(
ð2Þ

This utility specification ensures that at each t when/if a purchase occurs, the choice set
includes only the size purchased in the previous purchase occasion and the sizes

11 Indeed, Heilman et al. (2000) found that price sensitivities are time-varying and a function of cumulative
use experience in the diapers category. We should also note that descriptive models (such as varying parameter
models) have shown evidence of changing price sensitivities in few other frequently purchased product
categories as well (e.g., Mela et al. 1997).
12 When babies first grow into a size, the fit to the new size may be not perfect, so utility may first increase as
time passes and the fit gets better. Then, when the baby is about to grow out of a size, the fit may again
diminish. The duration dependence term is set up so that after a consumer has been in size k for a while, she is
more likely to move to k+1 than to k-1. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this insight.
13 We also tried a utility specification where Equation 1 has a last brand purchase dummy to capture any one-lag
state dependence effects not related to learning (e.g., switching costs (Dubé et al. 2009) or preference inertia
(Che et al. 2007; Shin et al. 2012)). Indeed, Osborne (2011) found that in frequently purchased product
categories there are both learning and switching costs. The coefficient of the last purchase dummy is identified
in such contexts as discussed on Osborne (2011). We found that lagged purchase dummy has statistically
significant but (size-wise) very small effect, and the results were very similar between the two models. We
turned that component off for three reasons. First, we turned it off for parsimony since our model has already
quite a few Bmoving-parts^ as it focuses on evolution of needs (the need to switch to a different size), learning
across sizes and changing price sensitivities. Second, a learning model fits our data better than a model with no
learning but a lagged dependent variable or with a weighted average of past purchases variable. Third and most
importantly, these lagged purchase variables added to learning models are behaviorally difficult to interpret.
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adjacent to it, as well as the no-purchase option, of course. If there is no purchase at any
given time, we set Kht=Kh,t−1 and proceed in the above manner to the next purchase
occasion. The significance of this utility specification is that the growth of babies is
exogenous to the model so that size changes occur exogenously. Although the guardian of
the baby observes the growth of the baby, this process is not observable by the econo-
metrician. The econometrician observes only the previously made purchases. Since it
would be unrealistic to expect a baby to grow two or more sizes between two purchase
occasions and it is possible that an early attempt of a larger size could have been made to
experiment with the size on any occasion, we restrict the choice set as above.

2.3 Consumer expected utility

Let Qjk denote the unobserved true quality of size k of brand j about which the
experienced quality QEhtjk fluctuates. Fluctuations of the experienced quality QEhtjk

around the unobserved true quality Qjk may occur for many reasons. One possibility is
the variability of product quality across batches of products, to name one. Another
possibility is the context dependence of consumer use experiences, a more plausible
explanation for product categories covered by scanner data typically, to name another.
And there may be many other reasons. Irrespective of the reasons, however, we
formulate the fluctuations in use experience by assuming that each use experience
provides a noisy but unbiased signal of quality according to QEhtjk=Qjk+ξhtjk, here
ξhtjk∼N(0,σξ2) and σξ

2 is the experience variability (the reciprocal of which denotes the
precision of the use experience information or the quality signal associated with the use
experience). We assume further that ξhtjk are identically and independently distributed.

It is evident that the quality experienced by household h of size k of brand j at time t,
that is,QEhtjk, does not need be the same as the quality perceived by the same household
of the same size of the same brand at the same time, that is, Qhtjk. We assume that the
perceived quality is given by Qhtjk=Qjk+υhtjk, where the perception errors are distrib-

uted as υhtjk∼N 0;σ2
υhtjk

� �
. The perception variance (variance of quality beliefs) in

period t, σ2
υhtjk , is updated after a purchase is made in period t−1.

We also allow initial variance of quality beliefs σ2
υh0 jk

to be a function of purchases in

the category during the initialization period (in our sample, 27 weeks) as a crude
measure of heterogeneity in initial uncertainty across households. Thus, we assume that

σ2
υh0 jk ¼ λ0 þ λ1 � Nh þ ζh0 jk

where Nh is the number of purchases in the initialization period of the household h.
Finally, since we have assumed that the use experience signals are unbiased, we

have Qhtjk=E[QEhtjk|Ih,t-1]=E[Qjk|Ih,t-1].
Prior to making a purchase decision in period t, household h forms the Ih,t−1 -

conditional expectations of the auxiliary utility functions Ûhtjk for each of the sizes of
all brands as follows:

E Ûhtjk Ih;t−1
��h i

¼ αhmk phtjk þ whQEhtjk−whrhQ
2
Ehtjk −whrh σ2

υhtjk
þ σ2

ξ

� �
þμh Dh;t−1;k−skD2

h;t−1;k

� �
þ εhtjk

ð3Þ
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Since Qhtjk=Qjk+υhtjk, the Ih,t−1 -conditional expected auxiliary utilities E[Ûhtjk|Ih,t−1]
depend not only on the unobservable product qualities Qjk but also on the perception
errors υhjkt. Rewritten explicitly:

E Ûhtjk Ih;t−1
��h i

¼ αhmk phtjk þ wh Qjk þ υhtjk
� �

−whrh Qjk þ υhtjk
� �2

−whrh σ2
υhtjk

þ σ2
ξ

� �
þμh Dh;t−1;k−skD2

h;t−1;k

� �
þ εhtjk

ð4Þ

As is evident from Eq. (4), there are two sources of consumer uncertainty: the
first is the perception variability σ2υhtjk (the variance of consumer quality beliefs)

whereas the second is the experience variability σξ
2. Although the perception

variability diminishes with use experience in our model, the experience variability
does not.

Additionally, we specify the utility of no purchase as Uht00=γ0+γhINVht+εht00,
where INVht is the household’s inventory of the product category. We model
inventory as INVht= INVht−1+qht−1−Ch, where qht-1 denotes the quantity of cate-
gory purchased by household h at purchase date t-1 and Ch denotes household h’s
consumption rate (Bucklin and Gupta 1992). We measure the consumption rate,
Ch, as the average weekly consumption of diaper and it is computed as the total
number of pieces of diaper purchased by household h divided by the number of
weeks in the sample period. Lastly, γh is the household-specific inventory weight
and γ0 is the intercept of the no-purchase utility.14 15

Finally, we let αh, wh, and rh be heterogeneous across consumers and, following
Heckman (1981), adopt a latent class approach. (αm, wm, rm) as well as the
associated population type proportions πm for each of the consumer segments m=
1,2,…,M. Many papers that involve Dynamic Programming models utilize a latent
class approach to capture unobserved heterogeneity16 since imposing a continuous
distribution for heterogeneity would imply solving the Dynamic Programming
problem for each household which is difficult to accomplish. We acknowledge that
the latent segments themselves may not be completely homogenous, and if so, then
since heterogeneity will be underestimated, the learning parameters would be
biased (see Shin et al. 2012).

14 The estimate of γ0 was not statistically significant so we did not report them in the result tables.
15 We should also note that we model brand choice and purchase incidence but do not model quantity choice
(rather we model the impact of inventories on the probability of purchase incidence in a descriptive way).
Previous papers on forward-looking dynamic structural models focused either on quality expectations,
learning and strategic sampling in the context of brand choice or on both brand and quantity choice and price
expectations but assumed away quality learning and strategic sampling since it is not feasible to model both
processes in one structural model that explicitly allows for both quality and price expectations (Erdem et al.
(2008). Furthermore, Ching et al. (2014) do so in a semi-structural model and find that in the diapers category
the quality learning effects are significant whereas the price expectation effects are not for first-time parents.
16 Hartmann (2006) and (2010) are two exceptions that allow for richer unobserved heterogeneity structures.
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2.4 Consumer learning

We assume for each household h∈H, brand j∈J, and size k∈K that the initial perception
errors υh0jk are correlated across sizes and their correlation matrix is given by:

R ¼

1 ρ12 0 : : : : 0
: 1 ρ23 : : : : 0
: : 1 ρ34 : : : 0
: : : : : : : :
: : : : : : : :
: : : : : 1 ρK−2;K−1 0
: : : : : : 1 ρK−1;K
: : : : : : : 1

266666666664

377777777775
where ρh0kl=ρkl are the initial correlations across perception errors between sizes k and
l. These capture correlations in consumer perceptions across sizes. This specification
indicates that only the adjacent sizes are correlated and that the initial size correlations
are uniform across brands and households, by assumption.17 We denote by ρhtkl the time
t≥1 correlation coefficients between the sizes of the brands, which are updated over
time as we describe below.

Since υhtjk are correlated across sizes, we have the following relationships across
different sizes of the brands for any t≥1:

QEhtjk ¼ κhtjkjlQEhtjl þ ηhtjkjl1 l≠kf g; ηhtjkjleN 0;σ2
ηhtjkjl

� �
ð5Þ

In mathematical terms, this is the linear projection of one vector on another, and κ
can be thought of the ordinary least square coefficient for QEhtjl. Therefore,

18

κhtjkjl ¼
συh;t−1; jkσυh;t−1; jlρh;t−1;kl
σ2
υh;t−1; jl

þ σ2
ξ1 l≠kf g

ð6Þ

and

σ2
ηhtjkjl

¼
σ2
υh;t−1; jk þ σ2

ξ1 l≠kf g
� �

σ2
υh;t−1; jl þ σ2

ξ1 l≠kf g
� �

−σ2
υh;t−1; jkσ

2
υh;t−1; jlρ

2
h;t−1;kl

σ2
υh;t−1; jl

þ σξ
21 l≠kf g

ð7Þ

whereas 1{A} is the indicator function that returns 1 if the statement A is true and 0
otherwise.

To interpret the above formulae, let us consider the zero correlation case (ρ=0) first.
In this case, the use of a size of a particular brand provides no information on the
quality of other sizes of the same brand. In other words, the information provided by
this use signal is pure noise and, hence, consumers do not update their quality

17 In our sample, consumers only buy products across adjacent sizes and do not purchase more than one size
up or down. The correlation matrix between adjacent sizes is set up to reflect the fact that there is a natural
sequence in consumer’s purchase of different sizes. In a more general setting, to model the correlation between
product classes (e.g., sedan, SUV and truck), it would be useful to generalize the correlation matrix to allow
more flexible spill-over effects. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this insight.
18 More details of the learning model are provided in a Technical Appendix available upon request from the
authors.
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perceptions of the other sizes of the brand. Only the quality perception of this particular
size of the brand gets updated. This is the first extreme.

The second extreme is when the correlation is perfect (ρ=1). In this case,
consumers do not distinguish between different sizes of the brands. That is,
they treat all sizes of any specific brand to be of equal quality. In other words,
the quality perceptions of all sizes of each brand are the same and get updated
for the brand – not for sizes of the brand – in the same manner no matter what
size of the brand is used.

The reality should be somewhere between these two extremes and this is where our
formulation comes into play. It is clear from Eqs. (5) to (6) that as long as ρhtkl are non-
zero, use experience in a particular size of a brand provides information for other sizes
of the same brand as well. Furthermore it is clear from Eq. (6) that 0<|κhtjk|l|<1 when
k≠l whereas κhtjk|k=1. This implies that the noisy information provided by the use
experience in a different size of a brand is less than the information provided by the use
experience in the current size, as it should be, unless consumers view all sizes of the
brand to be of equal quality.

It is evident that our approach can be employed to study the spill-over
effects of signals from one domain to another in the context of forward-
looking consumers. As previously indicated, all previous learning models with
spill-over effects have assumed myopic consumers, with the exception of a
working paper by Dickstein (2011), whose method requires risk-neutrality (and
Dickstein’s model does not allow for changing needs and price sensitivities).
Our model allows for risk-aversion as well, which has been shown to hold
empirically in previous learning papers.

Let us now denote by Jht brand choice – and recall that Kht is the size choice – of
household h on purchase occasion t. With this definition and the above relationships
between the sizes k and l, we are now ready to describe how the consumers update their
perceived qualities in our model. We assume that after buying size l of brand j on
purchase occasion t, household h updates the priors about the mean quality of size k of
brand j using Bayesian updating rules (see, for example, DeGroot 1970). Therefore, we
have the following updating equations for t>1:

υhtjk ¼ κhtjk Kh;t−1j υh;t−1; jk þ
κ2
htjk Kh;t−1j σ2

υh;t−1; jk

κ2
htjk Kh;t−1j σ2

υh;t−1; jk1 Jh;t−1≠ jf g þ σ2
ξ

� �
þ σ2

ηhtjkjKh;t−1
1 Kh;t−1≠kf g

⋅ κhtjk Kh;t−1j ξhtjk−υh;t−1; jk
� �þ ηh;t−1; jkjKh;t−1

1 Kh;t−1≠kf g
n o

1 Jh;t−1≠ jf g
ð8Þ

σ2
υhtjk

¼
κ2
htjk Kh;t−1j κ2

htjk Kh;t−1j σ2
ξ þ σ2

η
htjk Kh;t−1j 1 Kh;t−1≠kf g

� �
σ2
υh;t−1; jk

κ2
htjk Kh;t−1j σ2

υh;t−1; jk
1 Jh;t−1≠ jf g þ σ2

ξ

� �
þ σ2

η
htjk Kh;t−1j 1 Kh;t−1≠kf g

ð9Þ

and
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ρhjklt ¼
ρhjkl;t−1 J t≠ j

cov υhjkt; υhjlt
� �
συhjktσυhjlt

J t ¼ j

8<: ð10Þ

where,

cov υhjkt; υhjlt
� � ¼ 1−δhtjkjKh;t−1

� �
1−δhtjljKh;t−1

� �
κhtjkjKh;t−1κhtjljKh;t−1σ

2
υh;t−1; jk

þδhtjkjKh;t−1δhtjljKh;t−1κhtjkjKh;t−1κhtjljKh;t−1σ
2
ξ ; and

δhtjkjKh;t−1 ¼
κ2
htjkjKh;t−1

σ2
υh;t−1; jk

κ2
htjkjKh;t−1

σ2
υh;t−1; jk

1 Jh;t−1≠ jf g þ σ2
ξ

� �
þ σ2

ηhtjkjKh;t−1
1 Kh;t−1≠kf g

ð11Þ

We observe from the above that both the variances and correlations are decreasing to
zero with the number of purchases, as is evident from Eqs. (8) through (11). Of course,
this does not mean that consumers will eventually learn the product qualities of the
brands and sizes with certainty since that would require infinitely many purchases of
diapers from each brand and size.

2.5 Consumer expected utility maximization over the planning horizon

Recalling that Jht and Kht are the respective brand and size purchases of household h on
purchase occasion t, we suppose that the forward-looking household h solves the
following dynamic programming problem:

max
Jht;Khtð Þ∈J � K∪ 0; 0ð Þ t ¼ 1; 2j ;…THf gE

X
t¼1

TH

βt−1E Uht JhtKht
I h;t−1
��	 


Ih0j
" #

ð12Þ

where β is the one-period discount factor. We choose β=0.995.19 The planning
horizon TH may go beyond the end of observation period T; that is, we may
have TH>T.

To solve the consumer dynamic programming problem (12), we apply Bellman’s
principle to solve this problem by finding value functions corresponding to each

19 We fixed the weekly discount factor β at 0.995 since the discount factor is often difficult to identify even
when certain variables can be found that affect expected payoffs but nor current utility (that is, exclusion
restrictions may exist). For example, Erdem and Keane (1996) found, in a similar but simpler model, the
likelihood was quite flat over a range of discount factors in the vicinity of 0.995, which was the case for us too.
We estimated the model with few different weekly discount factors but the results were not very sensitive to
the exact value of the discount factor. Please note that the best way to identify the discount factor is either to
find contexts where proper exclusion restrictions and practical identification exist (e.g., Chung et al. (2014)) or
use (experimental or field) data that has information on behavior both in static and dynamic contexts/regimes
to pin down the discount factor (e.g., Yao et al. (2012)) but we do not have such data. There are indeed very
few cases where such data are available.
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alternative choice. The value of choosing alternative j,k, where j=0,1,..,J, k=1,…5, at
purchase occasion t is:

Vhtjk Ihtð Þ ¼ E Uhtjk Ihtj	 
þ β⋅E max
l;m

Vh;t;l;m Ih;tþ1

� �
Ihtj

� �
ð13Þ

subject to the terminal condition

VhTH jk ¼ E UhTH jk Ih;TH−1
��	 
 ð14Þ

To compute the Vhtjk, we must compute the above Emax functions appearing in
recursion relation (13) for each of the alternatives. This is not an easy task. However, if
we assume that the stochastic taste shocks εhjkt to the expected utilities E[Uhtjk|Ih,t−1] are
identically and independently extreme value distributed, then we can obtain closed
form expressions for the above {Ih,t−1,Jht=j,Kht=K} conditional Emax functions as
detailed in Rust (1987). We assume now that this is the case.

To close this subsection, recall that size changes are exogenous in our model and that the
households need to solve the dynamic programming problem (12) without knowing ahead
of time when their size needs will change. Therefore, although the size changes occur
exogenously, they are not deterministic but randomvariables. Our utility specification allows
us to handle these random size changes in a straightforward way. More specifically, recall
that we as econometricians observe the solution of the consumer’s dynamic programming
problem and estimate (or reverse engineer) his/her utility function. Since we are solving the
Bellman’s equation on any purchase occasion for that occasion, we know the full informa-
tion set of the consumer up to that occasion. Once the random future value functions based
on the utility specification are generated, the current value functions of the current purchase
occasion are computed from the Eq. (13), or alternatively, from the Eq. (14), if the current
purchase occasion is the last purchase occasion.

2.6 Consumer choice probabilities and the likelihood function

Since we have assumed that the stochastic taste shocks εhjkt are identically and
independently extreme value distributed, the consumer choice probabilities are the
conditional logit probabilities of McFadden (1974). When consumers are myopic, the
period t choice probabilities of household h for latent class m conditioned on the period
t perception errors vector υht={υhtjk|(j,k)∈J×K∪(0,0)} are:

θhtjk Θm υhtjð Þ ¼ exp E Uhtjk Ih;t−1
��	 
 �X

m;nð Þ∈ J�K∪ 0;0ð Þ
exp E Uhtmn Ih;t−1

��	 
 � ð15Þ

while when consumers are forward-looking, they are

θhtjk Θm υhtjð Þ ¼ exp E Uhtjk þ βE Vh;tþ1

��Ih;t−1; Jht ¼ j;Kht ¼ k
	 


Ih;t−1
��	 
 �X

m;nð Þ∈ J�K∪ 0;0ð Þ
exp E Uhtmn þ βE Vh;tþ1

��Ih;t−1; J ht ¼ m;Kht ¼ n
	 


Ih;t−1
��	 
 �

ð16Þ
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where Θm={αm,βm,rm,μm,γm,wm,rm,πm,σξ,συ,ση,φ,Q,λ0,λ1,ρ,s} is the class m pa-
rameter vector in which Q={Qjk|(j,k)∈J×K}, ρ={ρkl|l=k+1;k=1,K−1} and s={sk|k=
1,K}.

Irrespective of whether households are myopic or forward-looking, however, the
class m υh={υht|t∈T} conditional likelihood function of household h associated with
the purchases made over the observation period T is:

Lhm Θm υhtjð Þ ¼ ∏
T

t¼1
∏

j;kð Þ∈ J�K∪ 0;0ð Þ
θhtjk Θm υhtjð Þ

Yhtjk

ð17Þ

where Yhtjk=1, if household h bought size k of brand j on purchase occasion t, while
Yhtjk=0 otherwise.

Had the consumer perceptions errors vector υh been observable to the econometri-
cians, the above υh conditional likelihood function of household h for each of the latent
classes m =1,2,…,M would have sufficed. However, because the consumer perceptions
errors vector υh is not observable to us, we need to work with the unconditional
likelihood function for latent class m given by:

Lhm Θmð Þ ¼
Z
υh∈Ω

Lh Θm υhjð Þ f υhð Þdυh1dυh2…dυhN ð18Þ

where f(υh) is the joint distribution, N is the length, and Ω is the obvious domain of the
household perception errors vector υh. Since it is impossible to carry out the above
integration analytically, we have to resort to numerical techniques. We use the
interpolative regression method developed by Keane and Wolpin (1994) and used in
many previous forward-looking learning models, including Erdem and Keane (1996).

Once Lhm(Θm) is computed by employing the simulation technique mentioned
above, we can then calculate the likelihood function of household h from:

Lh Θð Þ ¼
XM
m¼1

πmLhm Θmð Þ ð19Þ

where Θ={(Θm,πm)|m=1,2,…,M} is the overall parameter vector. The likelihood
function of the entire sample we maximize to estimate the parameter vector Θ is then:

L Θð Þ ¼ ∏
H

h¼1
Lh Θð Þ ð20Þ

3 Data and identification

We use scanner panel data from a large national grocery chain on household purchases
of disposable diapers between May 2005 and May 2007 in one store in the San
Francisco Bay area. The store is located in a mountainous area and has no other large
grocery competitors (stores from other retailers or from the retailer itself) or grocery
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supercenters (e.g., Target or Wal-Mart) within a 5-mile radius. One potential problem of
using data from one retail chain is that the observations of consumers shopping in
competing stores are unavailable. Using data from one store that has no competing
stores nearby, however, helps to reduce such possible bias. The data record all store
visits for 105 weeks in 2005–07 for a panel of over 50,000 households in Northern
California. Both the brand purchased and price paid are recorded.

The disposable diapers category is an ideal category for our purposes since: 1)
the potential for strategic sampling is high in this category as we are studying the
choices of first-time parents who are identified by household demographics infor-
mation (e.g., children’s ages and the number of children) and 2) this is a category
where household needs change periodically due to the need to switch to a bigger
size when the babies get older, 3) initial conditions problem that is relevant for all
dynamic brand choice models but even more problematic for learning models is less
an issue here since the sample of households analyzed are new to this market as
described more in detail below.

We analyze three brands (Pampers, Huggies, and the store brand, which together
have a 98 % market share) and use the purchase selection procedure (Gupta et al.
1996) to retain households purchasing only these 3 brands in the category. To
capture learning behavior over time and minimize initial conditions problem, we
then focus on first-time parents who have made at least 22 purchases in 105 weeks.
Given that mean purchase frequency is about 3 to 5 weeks (it varies by size), this
selection criteria allows us to exclude first-time parents whose child is about to
grow out of diapers. Among the resulted 1007 regular diaper-user households who
made at least 22 purchases, we identify 365 households who are first time parents.
We identify first-time parenthood using the total number of children and number of
children in each age bracket information available in the data. We define the first-
time parents as parents who have 1) only one child; and, 2) the child is under 3.
Then, we then use a random number generator to assign these households to the
calibration and validation samples. In this way, 191 first-time parent households are
selected for calibration and 174 for validation.

The observations in the first 27-week (the initialization period) are used to allow for
heterogeneity in consumer initial uncertainty. As indicated in Section 2.2, we allow
initial perceived variance to be a function of purchases in the category during the
initialization period. As the estimation sample covers 78 weeks, the calibration and
holdout samples have 9102 and 7918 observations, respectively. For the 191 house-
holds in our estimation sample, the average number of purchases is 42, which is quite
similar to that in Heilman et al. (2000), and the standard deviation is 17 purchases. The
average lengths of interpurchase time between purchases are 1.91, 2.26, 3.64, 3.89, and
4.15 weeks respectively for sizes 1 through 5.

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for different brands and sizes for the calibration
sample.

Note that Pampers and Huggies each has 47~48 % of the total market share, and the
store brand has a 5 % market share. Diaper sizes 3 and 4 have the highest market shares
(28~29 %) while size 1 has the lowest market share at 12 %.

Table 2 shows that Pampers is also the highest priced brand with Huggies being a
close second and the store brand being the cheapest brand (at a price level that is on
average 30 % lower than the two national brands).
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Table 3 is the switching matrix between consecutive purchases among different sizes
of different brands.

Table 3 shows that repeat purchase of the same size of the same brands accounts for a
large percentage of all purchases, while in the meantime, there are also a significant number
of switches between different brands of the same size and switches between the adjacent
sizes of different brands. In addition, there are also a significant number of switches across
different brands in larger sizes of diapers. These switching patterns and variation across
households in regard to purchase histories and switching patterns, as well as price variation
over time, aid in identifying the cross-size learning effects, the duration-dependence effects
in utility, and price sensitivities for smaller versus larger brands. A detailed discussion of
how the individual learning parameters are identified in learning models is available in
Crawford and Shum (2005), Erdem et al. (2008) and Ching et al. (2013).

Table 2 Marketing mix summary
statistics

Brand Size Mean Price
(dollars/piece)

Mean Feature
(0/1)

Store 1 0.151 0.004

Huggies 1 0.223 0.008

Pampers 1 0.232 0.006

Store 2 0.178 0.003

Huggies 2 0.243 0.01

Pampers 2 0.244 0.007

Store 3 0.199 0.005

Huggies 3 0.281 0.009

Pampers 3 0.287 0.008

Store 4 0.220 0.006

Huggies 4 0.347 0.009

Pampers 4 0.314 0.008

Store 5 0.272 0.008

Huggies 5 0.378 0.014

Pampers 5 0.417 0.012

Table 1 Sales, revenue, and market share summary statistics

Brands Units Sold Revenue Purchase Shares

Store 937 9,559.57 0.052

Huggies 4812 87,201.72 0.470

Pampers 4368 88,716.71 0.478

Sizes Units Sold Revenue Purchase Shares

1 1511 22,676.69 0.122

2 1500 28,143.83 0.151

3 2787 51,564.35 0.278

4 2716 53,709.00 0.289

5 1603 29,693.83 0.160
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Given that in this paper our focus is on learning spillover effects, identification of these
deserves special attention. The spillover effect coefficients across sizes (κ) (Eq. 6) are
functions of the standard deviation of experience variability (σξ), the standard deviation of
initial perception variability (συ), and finally the initial correlations across perception
errors (ρ’s). The experience variability (σξ

2) and the standard deviation of initial perception
variability (συ) are identified by the evolution of household choices over time and
heterogeneity in that evolution (different households buy different brands over time).
That is, these parameters are identified by the choices of households who buy and
experience a brand versus the ones who do not, and by the subsequent choices of those
who bought that brand. This identification is standard in the learning models estimated on
scanner panel data in the literature (e.g., Erdem and Keane 1996). The initial correlation
parameters across perception errors (ρ’s) are also identified by the same data patterns, as
well as by differences between unconditional brand switching probabilities versus brand
switching probabilities conditional on switching to the adjacent size for each size.20 These
conditional brand switching percentages (conditional on a size switch) were 12.5, 25.6,
22.5, 20.8, 19.3 %, for sizes 1 through 5, respectively. These are higher than the
corresponding unconditional brand switches: 11.1, 10.4, 15.4, 19.6, and 19.0 % for Size
1 through Size 5, respectively. We should stress here the following. First, the conditional
brand switching percentages are higher than unconditional ones, consistent with the
notion that people may be motivated doing strategic sampling when they are switching
sizes. Second, the differences between conditional and unconditional probabilities, as well

20 That is, count all brand switches when a (an adjacent) size switch was made and divide it by the total
number of size switches between adjacent sizes irrespective of whether there was brand switching or not.

Table 3 Brand-size switching matrix

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 4 5 5 5

Brand ST HU PA ST HU PA ST HU PA ST HU PA ST HU PA

ST 21 5 3 15 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HU 2 63 4 3 33 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PA 3 3 82 2 3 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ST 1 0 1 15 1 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

HU 1 9 0 2 92 4 2 36 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

PA 1 0 7 0 2 47 5 3 20 0 0 0 0 0 0

ST 0 0 0 4 1 0 25 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0

HU 0 0 0 3 25 2 4 132 15 6 54 3 0 0 0

PA 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 17 93 8 4 29 0 0 0

ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 0 4 4 2 4 1 0

HU 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 37 1 6 96 4 9 30 2

PA 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 21 7 7 71 7 4 22

ST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 10 5 2

HU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 19 4 5 83 6

PA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 15 7 7 52

ST Store, HU Huggies, PA Pampers
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as conditional probabilities themselves, go down as sizes grow (except for size 121),
consistent with the notion that there is always more return on trial if one tries early on.22

These data patterns help us identify our learning parameters. Additionally, to assess the fit
of our model and also to further shed light on the identification of the initial correlations
across perception errors (ρ’s), we ran simulations where we set the ρ’s to be zero or one.
We discuss these simulations in section 4.3.

We also should stress here again that the standard learning models (e.g., Erdem and
Keane 1996) imply that consumers will settle on small subset of brands once consumers
are less uncertain about (a subset) of brands, ceteris paribus. Thus, standard leaning
models would suggest that we should observe less switching over time as consumers get
more experienced. In the diapers case, this would mean, for example, we would observe
less switching for larger sizes than smaller sizes. However, if needs change (e.g., need to
switch to a bigger size) and this may lead to a temporary increase in switching around
the size change time, the smoothly declining switching pattern would not be observed,
even if one would still expect overall there would be less switching as time passes by.
Additionally, if consumers become more price elastic and/or sensitive when they learn
more about the brands in the category, switching due to price promotions may increase,
which may more than offset the declining switching due to learning. Indeed, when we
calculated switching matrices for each size, we did not observe such a declining trend in
switching. Instead, whenwe calculated the percentage of brand switches between brands
in Table 3, we find the percentages of brand switching observations to be 11.1, 10.4,
15.4, 19.6, and 19.0 % for Size 1 through Size 5, respectively, indicating an increasing
percentage of brand switches when size increases.23 These switching observations help
us also to identify the size-specific price parameters.

Finally, recall that the term μh(Dh,t−1,k−skDh,t−1,k
2 ) in the Eq. (1) captures duration

dependence in a size. μh is identified by the duration consumers stay with a particular
size whereas sk is identified by the variation in duration for different sizes.

We would like to stress the fact that like in any other structural dynamic demand
model functional form assumptions aid in identification in our estimation as well. Of
course, state dependence cannot be distinguished non-parametrically from variation in

21 When consumers are just starting with the newborn size 1, probably they are just learning about diapers and
babies’ diaper needs in general and not too motivated to start sampling a lot right away.
22 We should also note here that most of the size switches occur to the adjacent bigger, rather than the adjacent
lower size. Indeed, brand switching probabilities conditional on switching to the next bigger size are 12.5,
23.3, 21.6 % and 19.7 for sizes 1 through 4, respectively. When one counts only switches to the next bigger
size, there is of course no such switch for size 5 as this is the biggest size.
23 The increased number of switches in larger sizes would occur if the impact of increased price sensitivity &
elasticity dominates the effect of diminished overall strategic sampling on brand switching. To again check
data patterns, we categorized the switching observations into two groups: when a household switched to a
different brand when the price of the brand switched to is at least 5 % lower than its mean price, we
categorized the brand switch observations as brand switching due to price promotion. Otherwise, we classified
the brand switch as a not price promotion related brand switching (which could be due to strategic trial or other
reasons). The size-specific brand switching observations categorized as Bprice promotion related^ yielded
percentages of brand switching to be 44, 48, 51, 59 and 63 % for Size 1 through Size 5, respectively. That is,
while 44 % of all size 1 brand switching was Bprice promotion related^ (and 56 % was Bnon-promotion-
related), 63 % of total size 5 brand switching was Bprice promotion-related^. Thus, the data patterns suggest
non-promotion related brand switches decline over time relative to price promotion related switches. Thus,
consumers switch early on more for non-price related reasons (e.g., for strategic trial) while they will switch
due to price variation in later periods.
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behavior due to a completely general form of heterogeneity (Chamberlain 1984). Nor
can learning behavior be distinguished non-parametrically from other mechanisms that
may induce state dependence. Functional forms of both state dependence and hetero-
geneity must be constrained for the learning model to be identified. This is so for any
non-linear dynamic model. From the perspective of a structural econometrician this is
not a limitation – a model that simply specifies a very general form of state dependence
is merely a statistical model that has no structural/behavioral interpretation. We do not
wish to work with models that have extremely general forms of heterogeneity and/or
state dependence. What we seek are parsimonious models that fit well and give insights
into the data.

Before concluding this section we list briefly our formal identification restrictions
here again: we set Q35=1 (i.e., Store Brand Size 5 quality=1) and measure quality of
other brands relative to this product. Furthermore, in the latent-class model, we set the
quality weight parameter (wk) in one of the segments to be 1 as commonly done in this
literature (e.g., in a similar vein, Erdem (1998) fixes the variance of the heterogeneity
distribution of the utility weights). Although there is no formal reason for this restric-
tion, it is difficult to estimate the model without this restriction as the likelihood tends to
be too flat. Keane (1992) calls this fragile identification since although a parameter may
be formally identified, it may be impossible to estimate in practice because the
likelihood is too flat; thus, the analysts may need a very (prohibitively) large number
of observations in practice.

4 Empirical results

4.1 Model fit and model selection

Our model allows for heterogeneity in the price coefficient (α), duration weight
(μ), utility weight on quality (w), risk coefficient (r), and the coefficient for
inventory in the no-purchase utility (γ) so we must first choose the number of
segments M. We estimated models with 1, 2, and 3 segments and report
measures of fit in Table 4.

In the best-fitting model (forward-looking consumer choice with across-size learn-
ing, duration-dependence in utility, as well as size-specific quality and price parame-
ters), increasing K from one to two improves AIC and BIC by 136 and 86 points,
respectively; when we increase the number of segments from two to three, AIC and
BIC increase by 80 and 23 points, respectively. While when we increase the number of
segments further to four, the BIC did not improve. Based on these results, we decided
to use the three-segment model for further analysis.

Comparing the fits of different models we estimated, we can also find out the
relative importance of different components of our model. Compared to the model
with only learning of brand-size quality (Model 1), modeling consumer learning across
adjacent sizes (Model 2) improves the BIC by 164 points while adding duration
dependence in the utility specification (Model 3) improves the BIC by 110 points.
This shows the importance of accounting for both size learning and duration-
dependence in utility in modeling consumer brand choice. The longer a consumer
stays with a specific size of a brand, the more likely its utility will decrease. Table 4 also
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shows that the 3-segment myopic learning model (Model 3) has a log-likelihood that is
293 points worse than the 3-segment model with forward-looking consumers (Model
4), and the 3-segment myopic learning model with size-specific parameters (Model 5)
has a log-likelihood that is 52 points worse than the 3-segment model with size-specific
parameters and forward-looking consumers (Model 6). Thus, the forward-looking
aspect of the model (i.e., strategic trial purchases) is important.

Comparing Model 4 (forward-looking learning model without size-specific price
parameters) with Model 6 (forward-looking learning model with size-specific price
parameters), we find Model 6 improves the BIC by 41 points. This implies that for the
consumers in our diaper purchase data, the price sensitivities change with time. Finally,
the best fitting model (Model 6) has adjacent size learning spill-over effects, duration-
dependent size utility and forward-looking consumers (as well as price sensitivities that
differ for small versus large sizes). As we previously indicated, this model allows for
the possibility that consumers may temporarily increase strategic trial around the time
they switch sizes.

Table 4 Model Selection

Estimation Sample Holdout Sample

One-
Segment

Two-
Segment

Three-
Segment

One-
Segment

Two-
Segment

Three-
Segment

Model 1: Learning Model with
Myopic Consumers I

LL −5432.3 −5381.25 −5308.37 LL −4703.31 −4576.03 −4410.48
AIC 10906.6 10814.5 10682.74 AIC 9448.62 9204.06 8886.96

BIC 11056.04 10999.52 10917.58 BIC 9595.544 9385.967 9117.841

Model 2: Learning Model with
Myopic Consumers II

(Model 1+Learning across
Adjacent Sizes)

LL −5391.43 −5313.94 −5208.3 LL −4675.97 −4520.14 −4307.37
AIC 10832.86 10687.88 10490.6 AIC 9401.94 9100.28 8688.74

BIC 11010.77 10901.37 10753.9 BIC 9576.85 9310.172 8947.607

Model 3: Learning Model with
Myopic Consumers III

(Model 2+Duration-dependent
Parameters in the Utility)

LL −5300.81 −5309.15 −5120.95 LL −4582.31 −4358.37 −4118.49
AIC 10663.62 10692.3 10329.9 AIC 9226.62 8790.74 8324.98

BIC 10884.22 10955.6 10643.01 BIC 9443.509 9049.607 8632.822

Model 4: Learning Model
with Forward-looking
Consumers I

(Model 3+Forward-looking
Consumers)

LL −5282.08 −5154.71 −5024.93 LL −4555.22 −4314.92 −4051.93
AIC 10626.16 10383.42 10137.86 AIC 9172.44 8703.84 8191.86

BIC 10846.76 10646.72 10450.97 BIC 9389.329 8962.707 8499.702

Model 5: Learning Model with
Myopic Consumers IV

(Model 3+Size-specific Price
Parameters)

LL −5278.11 −5158.29 −5037.74 LL −4540.84 −4301.33 −4028.85
AIC 10622.22 10398.58 10175.48 AIC 9147.68 8684.66 8157.7

BIC 10857.06 10690.35 10531.29 BIC 9378.561 8971.513 8507.52

Model 6: Learning Model
with Forward-looking
Consumers II

(Model 5+Forward-looking
Consumers)

as well as
(Model 4+Size-Specific Price

Parameters)

LL −5108.33 −5033.52 −4985.75 LL −4408.87 −4193.4 −4018.77
AIC 10282.66 10147.04 10067.5 AIC 8883.74 8466.8 8133.54

BIC 10517.5 10431.69 10409.08 BIC 9114.621 8746.656 8469.367

* Calibration sample: Number of observations=9102. Number of households=119. Holdout sample: Number
of observations=8074. Number of households=106. Number of weeks=78

** Note: AIC=−2*Log-likelihood+2*# of parameters; BIC=−2*Log-likelihood+# of parameters*ln (# of
observations)
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For validation purpose, we tested the proposed model on the holdout sample of 106
households. Parameters corresponding to Models 1 through 6 were used to compute the
likelihood functions values for the holdout households. We find the proposed learning
model (with size spill-over effect, duration-dependent utility parameters, and size-
specific price parameters) with forward-looking consumers continues to be the best-
fitting model for the hold-sample based on the AIC and BIC criteria. This supports the
predictive validity of the proposed model.

4.2 Parameter estimates

We report parameter estimates for our preferred (three-segment) model (Model 6) in
Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5 Estimates of the homogeneous part of model 5 with 3 Segments

Parameter Estimates Std error

Size 1 Quality Store −0.891 0.16

Huggies 0.051 0.02

Pampers 0.045 0.02

Size 2 Quality Store 0.011 0.01

Huggies 0.068 0.02

Pampers 0.084 0.03

Size 3 Quality Store 0.107 0.05

Huggies 0.135 0.03

Pampers 0.165 0.03

Size 4 Quality Store 0.025 0.01

Huggies 0.041 0.02

Pampers 0.025 0.01

Size 5 Quality Huggies 0.077 0.03

Pampers 0.098 0.04

Duration_size1 (s1) 0.874 0.83

Duration_size2 (s2) 0.742 0.05

Duration_size3 (s3) 0.633 0.03

Duration_size4 (s4) 0.558 0.04

Duration_size5 (s5) 0.302 0.05

Size Correlation Between 1 and 2 (ρ12) 0.457 0.05

Size Correlation Between 2 and 3 (ρ23) 0.445 0.04

Size Correlation Between 3 and 4 (ρ34) 0.459 0.04

Size Correlation Between 4 and 5 (ρ45) 0.512 0.05

Standard Deviation of Initial Perception Variability (συ):

Intercept (λ0) 9.865 0.85

Number of purchases in initialization period (λ1) −1.862 0.78

Standard Deviation of Experience Variability (σξ) 1.435 0.09

Standard Deviation of Experience Variability for across size learning (ση) 14.016 1.33

Note: Parameters highlighted in bold are 95 % statistically significant; parameters highlighted in bold and italic
are 90 % statistically significant
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Table 5 lists the estimates that are homogenous across segments. The quality
estimates are all statistically significant. 24 We find the estimates of the four initial
correlation coefficients (ρ) across different sizes to be all positive (between 0.445 and
0.512) and significant. These are the correlation coefficients for the initial perception
errors across sizes; therefore, positive estimates indicate that consumers learn through
consumption across sizes. Thus, use experience with a specific size gives information
about the quality of its two adjacent sizes as well.

The two parameters of the prior quality perception standard deviation (συ) specifi-
cation are 9.865 for the intercept (λ0) and −1.862 for the number of purchases in the
initialization period coefficient (λ1). This suggests that quality uncertainty exists and it is
a function of number of past purchases in the category. The estimate of the standard
deviation of the experience variability (σξ) (capturing the noise in the consumption
experience as a source of quality information) is statistically significant and 1.435. Thus,
use experience provides (noisy) information about quality. The corresponding variabil-
ity (ση) for across size experience signals is statistically significant as well and is 14.016,
suggesting that use experience associated with a brand-size provides noisy information
about the adjacent sizes of the same brand. As one would expect, the estimate of (σξ) is
lower than that of (ση) since quality information about a specific brand size obtained
through use experience is expected to be less noisy than quality information obtained
about that specific brand size through experience of an adjacent size of the same brand.

Table 6 lists the estimates that differ by segments. Size duration weight parameter μh
is positive for all three types of consumers. The estimates of the five location param-
eters sk are also positive and bound between 0 and 1 (between 0.302 and 0.742), and

24 The Btrue qualities^ can be different across segments if there is a baby-diaper match issue. The same issue
holds in many other categories as well though and it is not feasible to estimate a dynamic structural model that
allows true qualities varying by households. Furthermore, even if the match issue exists, there is no reason to
believe that not modeling it would bias the results in a systematic way.

Table 6 Estimates of the Heterogeneous Part of Model 5 with 3 Segments

Parameter Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

Estimates Std error Estimates Std error Estimates Std error

Price (βh_small_size) −0.410 0.20 −3.951 1.53 2.328 1.80

Price (βh_large_size) −1.428 0.43 −8.587 1.46 0.117 1.98

Duration (μh) 0.010 0.00 0.004 0.00 0.269 0.07

Inventory (γh) 0.034 0.01 0.028 0.01 0.002 0.00

Utility Weight (wh) 6.931 1.28 7.017 0.98 1

Risk Coefficient (rh) −0.847 0.42 −6.641 1.16 −11.257 1.16

Segment Size Weight −1.532 0.07 −0.277 0.02

Size of Segment 1 22 %

Size of Segment 2 76 %

Size of Segment 3 3 %

Note: Parameters highlighted in bold are 95 % statistically significant; parameters highlighted in bold and italic
are 90 % statistically significant
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they are also highly significant except for s1 (location parameters sk are homogenous
across segments and are given in Table 5). Given the quadratic specification of
duration-dependence in our utility function, the above estimates imply that the utility
increases with the size duration for as long as Dhkt <1/sk, and thereafter it starts to
decrease. Interestingly, the estimates sk are larger for smaller sizes and become smaller
for larger sizes. This implies that consumer utilities decrease with the time spent on a
size, more quickly so for smaller diaper sizes than for larger diaper sizes.

The price coefficients are found to be negative and significant for two of the three
segments, which account for 97 % of the households in our sample, in the full model
(Model 6). We find the consumer’s price coefficients are higher for the larger size than
for the smaller size. In segment 1 (22% of the sample), the price coefficient is −1.428 for
the larger size and −0.410 for the smaller size; while in segment 2, the largest segment
(76 % of the sample), the price coefficient is −8.587 for the larger size and −3.951 for the
smaller size. The price coefficient estimates from both segments imply that first-time
parents are less price-sensitive when they start buying diapers (small size) for their
children, while they become more price-sensitive after they buy the diapers for a while
and start buying larger sizes of diapers. Finally, we also find the consumer’s quality
weight coefficients are positive and significant for all three segments.

It might be useful to compare our results with those results in Heilman et al. (2000).
Different from Heilman et al. (2000) who found price coefficient (sensitivity) to be
declining in use experience (cumulative previous purchases), we find more experienced
consumers (buyers of larger sizes) to be more sensitive that buyers of smaller sizes. In
their study, the authors do not have a priori prediction that the price sensitivity will
become higher or lower. We think that the finding of increasing price sensitivity when
households’ babies grow older and parents accumulate more information is intuitively
more appealing than the reverse result. As previously discussed, for example, first time
parents may not have a very good sense of their total diaper expenses when they first
enter the market and figure out their expenses better when time passes, which may lead
for the marginal utility of income change. Marginal utility of income may also increase
due to increased expenses of growing kids.

To explore the effects of learning and reduced uncertainty on price elasticities, we run
price experiments in Section 5 and find that price elasticities are also larger for larger brands.
Both set of results (increased price elasticities and price sensitivities) also explain better the
fact that store brandsmarket shares for larger size diapers are higher than those of smaller size
diapers, which is the case both in our and Heilman et al. (2000)’s data.

Overall, different from the descriptive results from Heilman et al. (2000) and many
papers in the structural dynamic consumer choice literature, the evidence we obtain
from the parameter estimates suggests that in the diapers category, consumers do not
settle on one brand or a very small set of brands in the diapers category due to learning
effects (also labeled as familiarity effect in the descriptive model literature). This is
because price sensitivities and elasticities increase when consumer uncertainty de-
creases over time. Furthermore, our model implies that strategic sampling may go up
temporarily when the household is ready to switch sizes.25

25 This implication is consistent with data that show that there is indeed more brand switching conditional on
size switching.
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4.3 Model fit simulations

We run three simulations26 involving the initial correlations of perception errors across
adjacent sizes (ρ’s). In Table 7, we sequentially set the values of ρ’s of the correspond-
ing two sizes to be zero and investigate its effect on the choice probabilities of the brand
under consideration and competing brands.

We find when the value of ρ is set to zero, the choice probability for the brand under
consideration goes down while the competing brands’ choice probabilities go up. This
is consistent with our finding of positive spillover effects of brand-size learning across
adjacent sizes of the same brand. We also find the decreases in choice probabilities are
much larger for Pampers and Huggies than for the store brand, indicating a much higher
positive spillover effect for the two national brands.

In Table 8, we first calculate the base choice probabilities of different brand-sizes
under the scenario that all the correlation coefficients, ρ’s, are zero. Then we sequen-
tially turn on the ρ’s using our estimates and recalculate the choice probabilities. We
find, with few exceptions, that an increase of size correlation coefficient from zero to
positive values leads to higher choice probabilities for both adjacent sizes.

Finally, we ran simulations with initial correlations between size perception errors
(ρ’s) to be either zero or one to assess the impact of this manipulation on brand
switching probabilities conditional on size switch. Table 9 reports the results.

Table 9 reports unconditional brand switching probabilities and brand switching
probabilities conditional on size switch observed in the data and predicted by our
estimated model, as well as conditional probabilities predicted if one sets initial
correlations to zero or one. As it can be seen Table 9, setting these initial

26 In the model fit simulations and counterfactual analyses, we first draw the parameter estimates from their
joint distribution, then we solve for choice shares for each draw, and lastly calculate the mean choice shares
across the draws.

Table 7 Effects of initial perception error correlations on choice probabilities

Store Huggies Pampers

ρ 12=0 Store −0.03 0.01 0.05

Huggies 0.01 −0.08 0.05

Pampers 0.01 0.04 −0.09
ρ 23=0 Store −0.05 0.02 0.02

Huggies 0.01 −0.05 0.06

Pampers 0.01 0.04 −0.08
ρ 34=0 Store −0.03 0.01 0.02

Huggies 0.01 −0.07 0.04

Pampers 0.02 0.05 −0.08
ρ 45=0 Store −0.01 0.01 0.01

Huggies 0.01 −0.05 0.02

Pampers 0.01 0.03 −0.04

Note: Entries in the cell are the choice probabilities calculated from the proposed model by allowing one of the
correlation coefficients (ρ’s) to be zero
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correlations (ρ’s) to zero overestimates the conditional probabilities whereas setting
these to one underestimates the conditional probabilities. Thus, when initial per-
ceptions are correlated across sizes (potential for learning across sizes) but when
one ignores such correlation, one would get higher switching probabilities when
consumers switch sizes since information a household has about one size has no
information value for the other size and hence there is more a need for learning and
less state dependence when one switches a size. In the other extreme, when the
correlation is one, consumers thinks that the brand offers the same quality across
sizes so there is no information loss across sizes and hence the conditional
switching probabilities are underestimated.

5 Policy experiments

We run two policy experiments (using the estimates from the preferred model, i.e.,
Model 6) to explore the implications of our proposed and estimated model. We should
note that in these simulations we assume no competitor response so this is a partial
equilibrium analysis.

In Table 10, we simulate a 10 % price cut for the three brands that last for 1 week,
and then calculate the cumulative change in consumer’s choice probability over that
week and the next 9 weeks. To distinguish the difference in consumer responses to

Table 9 Unconditional brand switching probabilities and brand switching probabilities conditional on size
switching in the data, predicted by our model and predicted when ρ’s are set to zero or one

Observed Predicted Based on Estimates Predicted
by setting ρ =0

Predicted
by setting ρ =1

unconditional conditional unconditional conditional conditional conditional

Size 1 11.1 % 12.5 % 10.4 % 12.8 % 15.2 % 11.8 %

Size 2 10.4 % 25.6 % 10.8 % 24.3 % 27.9 % 21.7 %

Size 3 15.4 % 22.5 % 14.4 % 23.4 % 25.1 % 21.3 %

Size 4 19.6 % 20.8 % 20.9 % 21.5 % 24.3 % 20.4 %

Size 5 19.0 % 19.3 % 20.1 % 20.7 % 23.7 % 19.0 %

Table 8 Effects of initial perception error correlations on choice probabilities

Holding all other ρ’s to be 0, when: Store Huggies Pampers

size k size k+1 size k size k+1 size k size k+1

ρ 12≠0 0.0002 0.0014 0.0040 0.0005 0.0052 0.0014

ρ 23≠0 0.0033 0.0006 0.0053 0.0011 0.0034 0.0002

ρ 34≠0 0.0003 −0.0001 0.0053 0.0053 0.0059 −0.0001
ρ 45≠0 0.0003 0.0003 0.0046 0.0018 0.0005 0.0041

k=1,2,3,4. Entries in the cell are the choice probabilities calculated from the full models by allowing one of the
correlation coefficients (ρ k,k+1) to be non-zero, while holding other ρ’s to be zeros.
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price promotion of small and large sizes, we do two simulation exercises, one each size,
and compare the results.

We have two important findings: 1) Consumer’s own price elasticity for the large
size is higher than that for the smaller size. For example, after a 10 % price cut, the own
price elasticity for the large size of the store brand (the economy brand) is roughly 4.3,
while it is 3.4 for the small size; similar results are found for the premium brands:
Pampers and Huggies; 2) Consumer’s cross price elasticity for the large size is higher
than that for the smaller size. Here, the most interesting finding is for the store brand.
We find, after a 10 % cut of the store brand’s price, the cross elasticities for Pampers
and Huggies with respect to the store brand are roughly −1.24 and −1.27 for the large
size, while they are roughly −0.41 and −0.50 for the small size. Interestingly, the cross
price elasticities for the store brand (economy brand) with respect to Pampers and
Huggies are also larger for the large size, but the magnitude of increase is much smaller
than those for Pampers and Huggies with respect to the store brand. In other words,
when the store brand is offering a price cut of the large size of diapers, consumers are
more likely to switch from premium (high quality) brands to economy (low quality)
brands than they were when buying smaller brands.27

Second, we conduct policy experiments that examine the impact free samples
have on consumer choices. The free sample implies that a consumer gets the chance
to try a brand for free, and the simulations conducted assume that all the consumers
get the free sample and everybody uses (consumes) it. These free sample policy
experiments can further shed light on the cross-size learning effects on consumer
choice. In addition, we can also investigate whether providing free samples will

Table 10 Effects of Price Cuts on Choice Probability for Different Brands and Sizes

Cut prices of the small size of the three brands by 10 %

Price Elasticity

Store Huggies Pampers

Temporary 10 % price cut in Store 0.337* −0.050 −0.041
Huggies −0.141 0.308 −0.150
Pampers −0.146 −0.142 0.289

Cut prices of the large size of the three brands by 10 %

Price Elasticity

Store Huggies Pampers

Temporary 10 % price cut in Store 0.428 −0.124 −0.127
Huggies −0.176 0.355 −0.152
Pampers −0.186 −0.149 0.330

*The probability of a consumer choosing store brand will increase by 0.337 given a 10 % decrease in price

27 Additionally, we also repeated the price simulations with the parameters obtained from a model without
size-specific price coefficients (this model differed from ours only by the fact that price coefficients were not
size specific). We obtained similar results and price elasticities are still larger for larger sizes but compared to
the model with size-varying price parameters, this effect is dampened a bit as one would expect. Thus, price
elasticties are larger for larger sizes even when does not allow size specific price coefficients but the effect is
more pronounced when there are size specific price coefficients.
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lead to more strategic sampling from consumers on a particular brand as compared
to other brands.

Tables 11 report the actual frequency of purchases for the 15 brand-sizes and
baseline simulation results for 25 purchase occasions.

The observed purchase frequency row reports the numbers of households that
bought a given brand-size for 25 purchase occasions. The baseline simulation row
reports the predicted numbers of purchases for different brand-sizes obtained from the
proposed model (Model 6) using the estimated parameters. As can be seen from these
two tables, baseline simulation results approximate the observed purchase frequencies
well, especially for frequently bought brand-sizes.

To assess the impact of alternative strategy changes, the baseline simulation results
(Table 11) must be compared with post-intervention (the distribution of the free sample)
figures. In Table 12, we report the post-intervention cumulative changes (in %) in
purchase frequency after providing one unit of free sample of the small or large brand-
size of diapers to each household at the end of the first week.

The results in Table 12 indicate that for our proposed model, free samples of the
small size (sizes 1~3) provided by a brand before the second purchase occasion
increase sales of that brand for sizes 1~3 and their adjacent size: size 4. Similarly,
free samples of the large size (sizes 4~5) provided by a brand also increase sales of
that brand for sizes 4~5 and their adjacent size: size 3. This could be due to the
existence of both spillover effect (across sizes) and duration-dependent utilities.
Overall, national brands benefit more from free sampling than the store brand. Also
providing free samples of smaller sizes attracts more brand switchers than providing
free samples of larger sizes. Interestingly, we also find for store brand, the gain from
providing free sample of smaller size versus larger size is bigger.

6 Discussion and conclusions

We estimated for the first time in literature a forward-looking structural dynamic learning
model where the need for learning and strategic sampling may increase periodically, there
are spill-over learning effects across the different versions of a brand but not all prior
information about the brand is retained when consumers migrate across versions of
products. We also showed that price elasticities may increase as consumer uncertainty
drops. Our estimation results show: 1) consumer experience of a particular size of a
particular brand serves as a quality signal of the other (adjacent) sizes of the same brand, 2)
consumer brand-size preference is duration dependent and it first increases and then

Table 11 Observed and simulated purchase frequency

Brand Store Huggies Pampers

Size 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Observed 13 20 46 12 23 31 62 129 87 55 50 47 77 79 64

Baseline Simulation 11 20 49 9 19 32 60 129 81 55 53 54 76 80 67
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decreases with the time that consumers stay with a particular brand-size, and 3) consumer
price elasticities are higher for larger size diapers (as consumers learn more about brand
qualities when their babies grow older, price elasticities increase). We also found the price
sensitivities to be different for smaller versus larger sizes.

Our policy experiment results include the finding that when faced with a price
promotion, consumers are more likely to switch from premium (national) brands to
economy (store) brands when buying larger sizes than smaller sizes. Our free sampling
simulation analysis indicates that while free sampling is overall more beneficial for
national brands and providing free samples of smaller sizes is better than providing free
samples of larger sizes for all brands, the differential gain between smaller size versus
larger size free samples is bigger for store brands.

These combined results suggest a number of managerial implications. First, our
results show that consumers who just enter the diaper market are less price sensitive,
while they become more price-sensitive when their babies grow (and they gain more
experience). The results from our study could help managers do a better job at
developing promotion strategies to different consumer segments. More specifically,
national brands could focus on providing free samples to consumers who are new to the
market, and focus on price promotions to consumers with more category experience.
We show also that consumer preference for a brand is duration-dependent and it could
decline when their needs change (e.g., the baby is growing out of a size). Managers
could develop promotion strategies by tracking a consumer’s purchase history and
giving free samples (or coupons) around the time that her needs change. Second, given
increased price sensitivities over time, store (or private) label managers could determine
the optimal time of pursuing a consumer aggressively. National brands, on the other
hand, may try to reverse this trend by adding new features to larger size diapers.

Going beyond the diapers category, the general implications of this research include
the fact that firms need to be aware of the timing of consumers increased motivation for
sampling (e.g., in brand relaunches, the timing will be the same for all households
whereas in other cases, specific demographics changes will lead household-level
specific timing implications), as well as systematically evolving consumer sensitivities.
Varying-parameter models (e.g., Mela et al. 1997) have captured stochastically evolv-
ing preferences or preferences that evolve as a function of marketing mix and this

Table 12 Purchase Frequency from Free Sample Experiments

Brand Change in Own and Adjacent Sizes Between Free Sample and Baseline
Simulation

Store Huggies Pampers

Free Sample in Size 1-3 Store 30.4 % −7.0 % −5.7 %

Huggies −20.2 % 19.3 % −7.2 %

Pampers −22.5 % −8.3 % 20.7 %

Free Sample in Size 4-5 Store 20.8 % −3.0 % −4.0 %

Huggies −18.8 % 15.8 % −8.5 %

Pampers −22.1 % −7.9 % 16.6 %
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research shows a systematic evolution of such sensitivities over time in markets where
there is quality uncertainty.
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